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’ INTRODUCTION

The design of optimally packed liquid crystalline (LC) phases
of anisotropic rods (including short RNA or peptides) in complexes
based on cationic liposomes (CLs, closed spherical membranes)
is of special interest because CLs have broad applications as
carriers of therapeutic macromolecules. The experimental stud-
ies described in this paper were designed to explore and discover
the conditions required for short double-stranded DNA (sDNA)
to spontaneously assemble into LC phases when confined in two
dimensions. While a large variety of LC phases and their phase
transitions have been studied in bulk and in three-dimensional
(3D) systems over the past few decades, far fewer experiments
have addressed LC phase formation in well-defined 2D systems.1,2

In our studies confinement was induced through the self-assembly
of nucleic acids with CLs.3,4 Short nucleic acid (double-stranded
DNA or RNA) rods electrostatically adsorbed to oppositely
charged cationic membranes3 are ideal macromolecules for such
studies because of the ability to readily tune their shape anisotropy

(typically measured by their aspect ratio, the ratio of length to width
(L/D)) by varying the number of base-pairs. Previous synchrotron
small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) studies have shown that a
multilamellar phase forms when CLs comprised of lamellar phase-
forming cationic and neutral lipids are mixed with long DNA chains
(λ-DNAwith∼48 000 bp or plasmidDNAwith∼5000 bp). In this
multilamellar phase (termed LR

C), DNA chains are intercalated
between cationic lipid bilayers.5,6 Quantitative line shape analysis of
the DNA�DNA correlation peak has shown that the DNA chains
form a finite-size 2D smectic phase.7,8 In these systems, the
interhelical distance between DNA chains (and thus the effective
DNAvolume fraction confinedbetweenmembranes)maybe readily
tuned by simply varying the membrane charge density.4,5,7�10

Onsager was the first to describe the type of phases expected
to form with increasing volume fraction (packing density) of
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ABSTRACT: We report the formation of liquid crystalline
(LC) phases of short double-stranded DNA with nonpairing
(nonsticky) overhangs, confined between two-dimensional
(2D) lipid bilayers of cationic liposome�DNA complexes. In
a landmark study (Science 2007, 318, 1276), Nakata et al.
reported on the discovery of strong end-to-end stacking inter-
actions between short DNAs (sDNAs) with blunt ends, leading
to the formation of 3D nematic (N) and columnar LC phases.
Employing synchrotron small-angle X-ray scattering, we have
studied the interplay between shape anisotropy-induced and DNA end-to-end interaction-induced N ordering for 11, 24, and 48 bp
sDNA rods with single-stranded oligo-thymine (T) overhangs modulating the end-to-end interactions. For suppressed stacking
interactions with 10-T overhangs, the volume fraction of sDNA at which the 2D isotropic (I)-to-N transition occurs for 24 and 48 bp
sDNA rods depended on their length-to-width (L/D) shape anisotropy, qualitatively consistent with Onsager’s theory for the
entropic alignment of rigid rods. As the overhang length is reduced from 10 to 5 and 2T for 24 and 48 bp sDNA, theN-to-I transition
occurs at lower volume fractions, indicating the onset of some degree of end-to-end stacking interactions. The 11 bp sDNA rods with
5- and 10-T overhangs remain in the I phase, consistent with their small shape anisotropy (L/D≈ 1.9) below the limit for Onsager
LC ordering. Unexpectedly, in contrast to the behavior of 24 and 48 bp sDNA, the end-to-end interactions between 11 bp sDNA
rods with 2-T overhangs set in dramatically, and a novel 2D columnar N phase (NC) with finite-length columns formed. The
building blocks of this phase are comprised of 1D stacks of (on average) four 11 bp DNA-2T rods with an effective Lstacked/D≈ 8.2.
Our findings have implications for the DNA-directed assembly of nanoparticles on 2D platforms via end-to-end interactions and in
designing optimally packed LC phases of short anisotropic biomolecules (such as peptides and short-interfering RNAs) on
nanoparticle membranes, which are used in gene silencing and chemical delivery.
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anisotropic macromolecules. In a landmark paper on LC phase
formation,11 Onsager showed that anisotropic, hard-core repul-
sive molecules with length L and diameterD dispersed in solvent
will undergo an entropy-driven phase transition from the iso-
tropic (I) phase, where the long axes of the molecules are
randomly oriented (Figure 1A), to a nematic (N) phase,1,2 where
the long axes of the molecules are preferentially oriented along a
common direction (Figure 1B), if ΦV

rod g Φ* = 4D/L. Here,
ΦV

rod is the volume fraction of rods, which implies that N phase
formation requires L/D g 4 since volume fractions cannot be
larger than 1. Although the N phase has long-range orientational
order, it only exhibits short-range positional order.1,2 The N
phase forms because the gain in translational entropy is larger
than the loss of orientational entropy of the rods, resulting in a
net gain in entropy of the N phase compared to the I phase for
ΦV

rodgΦ* (i.e., at concentrations aboveΦ*, rods can translate
past each other in the N phase but not in the I phase). If the rods
are monodisperse, one may expect a further transition at even
higher packing densities to the smectic-A phase, with rods
segregated into layers with quasi-long-range positional order.1,2

Although Onsager’s original paper11 examined anisotropic ob-
jects in the limit where L was much larger than D, recent computer
simulations of anisotropic objects are in qualitative agreement
with the Onsager condition for LC ordering, even in the limit
where L/D is of order 4. In computer simulation studies of a 3D
system of cylinders with spherical caps, the nematic phase formed
for L/D > 4.7.12 Monte Carlo simulations of 2D hard ellipses
show the I, N, and smectic-A phases for shape aspect ratios a/b of
4 and 6, but only the isotropic phase for a/b= 2, where a and b are
the major and minor axes of the ellipse, respectively.13,14 In these
latter simulations, the I-to-N phase transition appears to be
continuous for a/b = 6 and first-order for a/b = 4.

In an unexpected finding related to Onsager’s theory, recent
pioneering work on concentrated solutions of very short DNA
revealed deviating LC phase behavior.15,16 DNA as short as 6 bp
with L/D ≈ 1 (hydrated B-DNA has a length of 3.4 Å per base
pair and a diameter of 20 Å) spontaneously organized into 3D
nematic and columnar phases, thus contradicting the Onsager
criterion for LC formation. These phases of short DNA15 were
similar to those found for long DNA in solution.17,18 This provided
strong experimental evidence that the short, blunt-ended DNA
double-strands were spontaneously stacking end-to-end to mini-
mize exposure of the internal hydrophobic core to the aqueous
environment.15,16 The effective length (Leff) of the stacked
duplexes (proportional to the number of duplexes in a stack)
resulted in Leff/D much larger than 4, and at sufficient concen-
trations even very short DNA duplexes then satisfied theOnsager
criterion for nematic ordering.11

We studied sDNAmolecules containing nonpairing (nonsticky)
overhangs at the ends of the duplexes to explore their 2D LC
phase behavior. The nonsticky overhangs of varied length
modulated the DNA end-to-end stacking interactions discovered
by Nakata et al.15 The sDNA rods were confined between bilayer
membranes in the lamellar phase of CL�sDNA complexes
(Figure 1), and their volume fraction was varied by changing
the charge density of the membranes. The structure and phase
behavior of the CL�sDNA complexes was determined using
synchrotron SAXS. We chose three different lengths for the
duplex section of sDNA molecules (11, 24, and 48 bp), corre-
sponding to L/D ratios (1.87, 4.08, and 8.16) below, at, and
above the required Onsager criterion for nematic phase forma-
tion (see Table 1). The nonsticky ends consisted of 2, 5, or 10

additional desoxynucleotides with the base thymine (T) at the
30-end of each DNA strand in the sDNA duplex. The addition of
10 nonpairing nucleotides strongly suppressed DNA end-to-end
interactions. In accordance with Onsager’s predictions (where
ordering is dependent upon the volume fraction of the confined

Figure 1. Schematic drawings of the distinct packing phases of sDNA
rods (all of which contain nonsticky overhangs) in cationic liposome�
short DNA (CL�sDNA) complexes. The complexes are multilamellar
assemblies of alternating cationic lipid bilayers of thickness dM and water
layers of thickness dW. The water layer contains a monolayer of sDNA
molecules. The multilamellar unit cell dimension is d = dW þ dM. (A)
Isotropic phase with short-range positional and orientational order, as
observed for 11 bp DNA-10T (11 bp DNA core with a 10-T nonsticky
overhang at each end), with small shape anisotropy (length/width =
L/D ≈ 1.9). (B) Nematic LC phase, as observed for 48 bp DNA rods
with nonsticky ends (L/D ≈ 8.16). Formation of this phase by sDNA
rods with sufficiently anisotropic shape is consistent with Onsager’s
model of LC ordering of anisotropic rods. For 5- and 2-T nonsticky ends,
some transient dimers may form, indicating the onset of sDNA end-to-
end interactions. All rods are the same length (apparently shorter rods
are shown cut off at the edges). (C) New type of 2D columnar nematic
phase, as observed for 11 bp DNA-2T rods. The onset of strong DNA
end-to-end interactions for 11 bp DNA with very short (2 T) nonsticky
overhangs leads to the formation of a distribution of 1D stacks of sDNA
rods, which become the building blocks of the nematic phase. The 1D
stacks have an average size of ∼4 rods, corresponding to an effective
length to width ratio L/D≈ 7.3. In parts B and C, dDNA corresponds to
the average interhelical spacing. The “Onsager nematic” (N) (part B)
and columnar nematic (NC) (part C) phases exhibit long-range orienta-
tional and short-range positional order. The drawings are not meant to
imply that the orientation of sDNA rods is correlated between layers.
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sDNA molecules as well as their anisotropic shape), the 11 bp
DNA-10T only exhibited the I phase, while 48 bp DNA-10T
and 24 bp DNA-10T sDNA formed N phases (Figure 1B). The
DNA end-to-end interactions set in gradually for 48 and 24 bp
sDNAs containing 5- and 2-T nonsticky ends, which slightly
shifts the phase boundaries. In contrast, the phase behavior of
11 bp sDNA varied more drastically. While 11 bp DNA rods with
10- and 5-T overhangs exhibited only the predicted I phase
(Figure 1A), rods with 2-T nonsticky ends exhibited a 2D N
phase with very strong short-range positional correlations. This
highly correlated 2DN phase melted into the I phase at relatively
small DNA volume fractions. These findings suggest that strong
end-to-end interactions of 11 bp DNA-2T rods give rise to a
new type of columnar N phase (labeled NC) where the
effective “building blocks” consist of 1D stacks of about four
11 bp DNA-2T duplexes with Lstacked/D≈ 8.2, well above the
minimum shape anisotropy required by Onsager’s theory
(Figure 1C).

The discovery of 2D LC phases of anisotropic rods reported
in this paper is expected to have broad implications in the design
of optimally packed delivery vectors for small anisotropic mol-
ecules (such as active peptides and small proteins and short-
interfering RNA (siRNA)) for applications in bionanotechnol-
ogy, chemical delivery, and gene silencing.3,19,20 In particular, for
siRNA used in gene silencing,3,20 stacking of these very short rods
with L/D ≈ 2 should yield CL�siRNA complexes where
oriented stacks of siRNA optimally pack in the nematic phase,
requiring less lipid. We note that siRNA is comprised of dsRNA
in the A-form, i.e., a right-handed helix conformation with a
diameter of 26 Å and a rise per base pair of 2.6 Å. Thus, for
core sizes ranging between 19 and 23 bp with two nucleotide
30 overhangs, L/D ≈ 2, well below the Onsager condition for
nematic formation.

In addition, our findings have important implications in the
general area of DNA-based assembly in nanotechnology.21�25

To date, all DNA-directed assembly/crystallization of colloi-
dal particles (such as metallic or nonmetallic nanoparticles
with optical and optoelectronic properties) into larger scale
materials has been based on recognition through H-bonding
of complementary base pairs. The described methods involve
joining building blocks together through complementary
(sticky) ends tethered to opposing surfaces, or via noncom-
plementary projecting domains bridged by an intermediate
oligonucleotide with sticky ends. In contrast, the results pre-
sented in this paper offer a new direction in DNA-based
directed assembly on a 2D substrate platform, where tunable
end-to-end stacking interactions (i.e., with either moderate
stacking interactions for 24 and 48 bp sDNA with 5- and 2-T
overhangs or significantly larger stacking interactions for
11 bp DNA-2T) would join building blocks containing short
base pairs tethered to their surfaces.

’MATERIALS AND METHODS

DNA Constructs. All DNA constructs were purchased as single
strands from Sigma-Genosys (Sigma-Aldrich) and delivered as a lyo-
philized film. These oligos where fully deprotected, leaving hydroxy
ends, and desalted. HPLC was used to purify oligos >30 nucleotides
(nts). The films were centrifuged to collect all dried components and
then resuspended in 10 mMHEPES buffer (pH = 7.0) to∼10 mg/mL.
Concentrations were determined by UV absorption using a ND-1000
UV�vis spectrophotometer from NanoDrop Technologies (Thermo
Fisher Scientific). Equimolar amounts of complementary single strands
were mixed and diluted to a final concentration of 10 mg/mL. Mixed
single strands were heated in a water bath and held at 90 �C for 15 min.
The nucleic acids were then slowly cooled to room temperature to
facilitate complete hybridization. Duplexes were run on a 12% poly-
acrylamide gel to check for single-stranded DNA contaminants. DNA
sequences are listed in Table S1 in the Supporting Information. The
chosen sequences correspond to the siRNA sequence described
previously3 and flank the targeted mRNA sequence from the firefly
genome commonly used as a reporter in gene silencing experiments.26

Liposome Preparation. The lipids 2,3-dioleyloxypropyltrime-
thylammonium chloride (DOTAP, “1,2-dioleoyl-3-trimethylammonium-
propane”) and 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphatidylcholine (DOPC)
were purchased from Avanti Polar Lipids as lyophilized powders and
dissolved in chloroform at 30 mM. These stock solutions were mixed at
molar ratios (DOTAP:DOPC) of 100:00, 90:10, 80:20, 70:30, 60:40,
50:50, 40:60, 30:70, and 20:80 in glass vials (to yieldΦNL = 0.0, 0.1, 0.2,
0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, and 0.8, respectively). The chloroform was then
evaporated with a stream of nitrogen to produce a lipid film inside the
vial, which was further dried in a vacuum (rotary vane pump) for 24 h.
Lipid films were then rehydrated with high-resistivity water (18.2 MΩ cm)
to a final concentration of 30 mM total lipid at 37 �C. The resulting
liposome solutions were sonicated with with a Vibra-Cell tip sonicator
(Sonics & Materials) for 10 min and immediately stored at 4 �C
until use.
SAXS Experiments. CL�sDNA complexes for X-ray diffraction

were prepared as described previously.3 All samples were prepared to be
stoichiometrically neutral, i.e., at the isoelectric point of the CL�DNA
complexwith cationic to anionic charge ratioFchg =Nþ/N�=NCL/Nnt = 1.
Here, Nþ and N� are the numbers of positive (lipid) and negative
(DNA) charges, respectively, andNCL andNnt are the amounts (in mol)
of cationic lipid (univalent DOTAP bearing one positive charge) and
nucleotides (bearing one negative charge each) in the sample, respec-
tively. A total of 50 μg of DNA per sample was added into quartz X-ray
capillaries (Hilgenberg) as a solution containing 4�8 mg/mL DNA.
The appropriate amount of liposome solution was added, and capillaries
were centrifuged at 1500g for 15 min at 4 �C to pellet the resulting
complex. Capillaries were sealed and stored at 4 �C until use. SAXS
experiments were performed at the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation
Lightsource, beamline 4-2, using a 1.5 m flight path with X-ray energy set
to 9 keV. Data were collected on a MX-225 Rayonix CCD detector and
radially averaged to produce 1D intensity versus wave-vector (q) plots.
Structural parameters were derived from SAXS profiles by line shape
fitting as described in the text. Data with error bars in the plots of the
structural parameters indicate the average and standard deviation of fit
results for complexes that were prepared more than once.

’RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Choice of DNA Constructs and Lipids. In order to probe the
effect of rod length and end-to-end interactions on the ordering
of sDNA in CL�sDNA complexes, we first chose three different
lengths for the duplex section of the sDNA molecules. As shown
in Table 1, these lengths (11, 24, and 48 bp) correspond to L/D

Table 1. Nucleic Acid Shape Anisotropy for the Base-Paired
Sections of the Short DNA Molecules Studieda

length (Å) L/D

11 bp DNA 37 1.87

24 bp DNA 81.6 4.08

48 bp DNA 163.2 8.16
aThe length-to-width ratio (L/D) is for DNA in the hydrated B-con-
formation with a 3.4 Å rise per base pair and a diameter of 20 Å.
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ratios (1.87, 4.08, and 8.16, respectively) below, at, and above the
Onsager criterion for nematic phase formation. To modulate the
end-to-end stacking interactions, each of these sDNAs was pre-
pared with nonsticky ends of 2, 5, or 10 desoxynucleotides with
the base thymine (T) at the 30-end of each DNA strand in the
sDNA duplex (see Table S1 in the Supporting Information for
the sDNA sequences). As lipids, we chose the well-studied
DOTAP/DOPC system,4�9 which allows tuning of the mem-
brane charge density and thus the sDNA volume fraction.
Figure 2 shows optical micrographs of a CL�11 bp DNA-10T

complex. Complexes are clearly visible in the differential inter-
ference contrast mode as micrometer-size particles, and coloca-
lization of fluorescent lipid and DNA labels unambiguously
demonstrates complex formation. We used synchrotron SAXS
to study the phase behavior of the sDNAs confined in these com-
plexes.
Shape Anisotropy-Induced 2D Onsager Nematic Phases

of Short DNA Duplexes. SAXS Studies of CL Complexes of
sDNAs with 10-T Overhangs. Short DNA molecules consisting
of a core duplex of 11, 24, or 48 bp with 10-T single-strand
overhangs at each end (11 bp DNA-10T, 24 bp DNA-10T, and
48 bp DNA-10T, respectively) were complexed with cationic
DOTAP/DOPC liposomes at Fchg = 1. SAXS profiles of these
complexes at a variety of ΦNL (mole fraction of neutral lipid
DOPC) are shown in Figure 3. The sharp Bragg peaks arise
from the (00L) reflections of the multilamellar structure of the
CL�sDNA complexes (Figure 1), as observed in complexes
incorporating long λ-DNA.5,7�9 The CL�sDNA complexes
exhibit a single-phase multilamellar structure for ΦNL from
0 up to 0.7, beyond which the lipid mixture phase-separates.
In the displayed q-range the (001) and (002) reflections are
visible in all SAXS profiles. In some cases, peaks up to the (004)
reflection are detected, e.g., in the top profile in Figure 3B. The
(003) reflection is close to a minimum of the X-ray form factor and
therefore weak.
AtΦNL = 0 for 24 bpDNA-10T and 48 bpDNA-10T (bottom

SAXS profiles, Figure 3B,C), the two sharp peaks at q001 = 0.11
Å�1 and q002 = 0.22 Å�1 yield an interlayer spacing d = dM þ
dW = L(2π/q00L) = 57 Å. Here, dM is the membrane thickness
and dW is thickness of the water layer, which contains the sDNA
rods, as shown schematically in Figure 1. For 11 bp DNA-10T,
the interlayer spacing d = 2π/q001 ≈ 55.4 Å atΦNL = 0 is nearly
the same. The thickness of a DOTAP bilayer dM is ∼33 Å,5,9

which leaves a thickness of dW = d � dM ≈ 24 Å for complexes

containing 24 and 48 bp DNA-10T and dW ≈ 22.6 Å for
complexes containing 11 bp DNA-10T. This is sufficient to
accommodate a monolayer of hydrated DNA in the B-conforma-
tion: without the hydration layer, B-DNA has a diameter of
∼20 Å.
A number of SAXS profiles (atΦNL = 0 for all samples shown

in Figure 3, and, in particular for 24 bp DNA-10T and 48 bp
DNA-10T, over some range of ΦNL) also show a broad peak
resulting from short-range sDNA�sDNA correlations. The corre-
sponding average spacing between sDNA molecules is dDNA =
2π/qsDNA (lines and arrows point to the broad peaks in Figure 3).
Previous line shape analysis of the DNA�DNA correlation peak in
CL�DNA complexes incorporating long λ-DNA has shown that
these DNA chains form a finite-size 2D smectic phase (i.e., with
parallel chains spaced at dDNA).

7,8 In contrast, a simple line shape
analysis (described below) shows that the sDNA duplexes form a
2D nematic phase with long-range orientational order and short-
range liquid-like positional order or a 2D isotropic phase with short-
range orientational and positional order, depending on their length
and the length of the nonsticky overhangs.1,2

In order to further clarify the nature of the broad sDNA�
sDNA correlation peaks near the sharp (002) reflection, we per-
formed a nonlinear least-squares fit of the data with a sum of two
Lorentzians, one to fit the (002) reflection, and the other to fit
the sDNA�sDNA correlation peak. The broad sDNA peak is
typical of short-range positional correlations (i.e., with the real-
space density pair-correlation function falling off exponentially),
and we thus expected the structure factor (proportional to the
Fourier transform of the density�density correlation function)
to be adequately described by a Lorentzian function.2 The X-ray
structure factor describing the (00L) peaks exhibits power-law
singularities because the layer�layer correlation function of the
multilamellar phase exhibits only quasi-long-range positional
order27�29 due to the well-established Landau�Peierls effect,30,31

rather than δ-function Bragg diffraction peaks characteristic of
long-range order. However, for the purposes of obtaining the
interlayer spacing from the peak position of any of the (00L)
peaks as d = L(2π/q00L), we found that a Lorentzian function was
adequate.
For each peak the Lorentzian function was written as S(q) =

A/[(q� qo)
2þ κ

2], with the fitting parameters qo, κ, andA. Here
qo is the peak position (in Å�1), κ is the half-width at half-
maximum (hwhm, in Å�1), and A/κ2 is the peak intensity. For
the sDNA SAXS peak, the correlation length LC = 1/κ is the

Figure 2. Optical microscopy of CL�sDNA complexes. The colocalization of lipid and DNA label demonstrates complex formation. (A) Differential
interference contrast image of a CL�11 bpDNA-10T complex. (B) The same complex imaged in fluorescencemode showing the lipid label (Texas Red-
DHPC). (C) The same complex imaged in fluorescence mode showing the DNA label (Cy5). Scale bars, 10 μm.
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length scale over which sDNA molecules have short-range posi-
tional correlations (i.e., the distance over which the molecules
“know” of each other's presence).32�34 A representative example
of the line shape analysis of the (002) and qsDNA peaks is shown
in Figure 4 for CL�sDNA complexes containing 48 bp DNA-
10T at ΦNL = 0.2. Figure 4A shows the SAXS profile and the
background scattering (dashed lines), which was approximated
by an exponential decay fit to the X-ray intensity far from the
peaks. The high quality of the fit of the background-subtracted
SAXS intensity (open circles) to the double Lorentzian model
(solid line) is apparent in Figure 4B.
Figure 5 summarizes the results of the fits to the SAXS profiles

of Figure 3 for 11 bp DNA-10T, 24 bp DNA-10T, and 48 bp
DNA-10T. The interlayer spacing d = dM þ dW increases with
increasingΦNL (Figure 5A). This behavior is due to increases in
both the membrane bilayer thickness dM (each DOPC molecule
is about 4�6 Å longer than a DOTAP molecule) and the water
layer (because DOPC has a larger hydration shell compared to
DOTAP) as ΦNL increases.

5 Figure 5B shows that the average
spacing between sDNA molecules increases with ΦNL (i.e., the
sDNA SAXS peaks (lines and arrows in Figure 3) move to lower
q with increasing ΦNL). In other words, dDNA grows with de-
creasing membrane charge density (as ΦNL increases from 0 to
0.7). This trend is also observed for CL�DNA complexes
containing long DNA.5 It reflects the fact that the average
cationic (membrane) charge density within the CL�sDNA
complex has to match the average anionic charge density due

to the sDNA to maintain local charge neutrality (assuming all
counterions have been released from the complex into the
surrounding solution).5,7�9

Calculation of the Membrane Charge Density (σM) and
DNA�DNA Distance (dDNA). The equating of cationic and
anionic charge densities leads to the simple equation σM =
e/[(dDNA)(3.4 Å)], where σM is the cationic membrane charge
density, e is the elementary charge, and 3.4 Å is the distance
between two charges along the sDNA duplex.5,9,10 The mem-
brane charge density (total charge/total lipid area) may be
written as σM = NCLeZCL/(NNLaNL þ NCLaCL) = [NCL/(NCL þ
rNNL)]σCL. Here, ZCL (=1 for DOTAP) is the valence of the
cationic lipid; NCL and NNL are the number of cationic and
neutral lipids, respectively; aCL and aNL are the headgroup area
of the cationic and neutral lipid, respectively; r = aNL/aCL; and
σCL = ZCLe/aCL is the charge density for the cationic lipid. For
aCL = aNL (r = 1), this simplifies to σM = ΦCLσCL = (1 �
ΦNL)σCL, whereΦCL = 1�ΦNL is the mole fraction of cationic
lipid. Thus, (1 � ΦNL)σCL = e/[(dDNA)(3.4 Å)], which means
that the average spacing between sDNA molecules is given by
dDNA = aCL/[3.4 Å(1 �ΦNL)]. If the lipid headgroup areas are
comparable but not equal, one can write r = 1þ ε (with |ε|, 1),
which leads to dDNA ≈ aCL/[3.4 ÅZCL(1 �ΦNL)(1 � εΦNL)]
as derived in the Supporting Information (Eq. S2). For our
system, taking aCL ≈ 70 Å2 (a standard value for singly charged
amphiphiles) and aNL≈ 72 Å2 (from Ahmad et al.35) gives dDNA
≈ 34.7, 41.8, and 52.4 Å atΦNL = 0.4, 0.5, and 0.6, respectively,

Figure 3. Synchrotron small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) profiles of CL�sDNA complexes as a function of neutral lipid mole fraction (ΦNL) for
11, 24, and 48 bp sDNAwith 10-T (thymine) nonsticky overhangs. The (00L) diffraction peaks result from the multilamellar structure of the complexes
as described in the text. (A) For 11 bp DNA-10T (with length/width = L/D≈ 1.9), very broad sDNA�sDNA correlation peaks are visible forΦNL = 0
and 0.2 (indicated by arrows, labeled qIsDNA), consistent with the 2D isotropic phase of rods (see Figure 1A) with very weak positional correlations.
(B) For 24 bp DNA-10T (L/D≈ 4.08), the sDNA�sDNA correlation peaks (indicated by lines, labeled qNsDNA) are stronger (compared to the data in
part A) for ΦNL = 0 and 0.2 (with the sDNA peak somewhat buried under the (002) reflection for ΦNL = 0.3). (C) For 48 bp DNA-10T
(L/D≈ 8.16), the sDNA�sDNA correlation peaks (indicated by lines) are further enhanced (compared to the data in parts A and B). In (B) and (C) the
qNsDNA peaks result from “Onsager nematic” phases (see Figure 1B) as described in the text.
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while the experimental data give 29, 33, and 37.5 Å. Thus,
matching the anionic/cationic charge densities in the complex
predicts the trend observed in Figure 5B, where dDNA increases
with increasing ΦNL. The systematic differences between the
data andmodel may be due to the oversimplified assumption that
all counterions are released after CLs and sDNA are mixed to
form the multilamellar CL�sDNA complex. Retention of a
fraction of the counterions within the complex (predicted by analy-
tical theories of CL�DNA complexes36) would screen the inter-
headgroup repulsion and decrease aCL. This effect, in turn, would
reduce the measured values of dDNA. We note that asΦNL tends
to zero (where the membrane charge density is at its maximum),
the resulting most compressed spacing between DNA rods will
approach the repulsive hard-core interaction between hydrated
DNA rods in their B-conformation of ∼25 Å. In this regime,
hydration repulsion between DNA rods (which are not taken
into account in the above calculation of dDNA) will compete with
the electrostatic forces.
Determination of sDNA Phases Using the Correlation Length

(LC). Figure 5C shows a plot of the sDNA�sDNA correlation
length LC for 11 bp DNA-10T, 24 bp DNA-10T, and 48 bp
DNA-10T as a function of ΦNL. In order to express over how
many neighbors the DNA rods are correlated to each other,
Figure 5D shows the same data in units of the average dDNA
spacing. The data are quite revealing. For 11 bp DNA-10T (open
triangles) LC/dDNA < 1, implying essentially no correlations
between sDNA rods confined in the volume of water between
two lipid bilayers. This is indicative of a 2D isotropic (I) phase
of sDNA adsorbed between cationic membranes (Figure 1A).

In contrast, LC/dDNA extends between 2 and 3.5 neighbors for
48 bp DNA-10T (open circles) atΦNL < 0.5, signifying enhanced
short-range order typical of a 2D nematic (N) phase.32�34 For
this sDNA, LC/dDNA is less than 1 for ΦNL = 0.6 and 0.7,
indicating a 2D N-to-I phase transition for 0.5 <ΦNL < 0.6. For
the 24 bp DNA-10T of intermediate length, LC/dDNA is between
1 and 2 forΦNL < 0.3, consistent with a weakNphase. ForΦNL >
0.3, the absence of a sDNA�sDNA correlation peak indicates the
presence of the 2D I phase. As we describe below, this observed
phase behavior (for sDNA rods with relatively long 10-T non-
sticky ends) is consistent with Onsager’s predictions, which
correlate the shape anisotropy of the sDNA rods with the onset
of the N�I phase transition as a function of ΦNL.
Calculation of the sDNA Volume Fraction as a Function of

ΦNL. To compare our experimental results to Onsager’s theory,
we need to devise an expression for the volume fraction of sDNA
in terms of the mole fractions of cationic and neutral lipid.
We first derive this atΦCL = 1, i.e., in the absence of neutral lipid.
The small thickness of the water layer (approximately equal to
the diameter of a DNA rod) confines the DNA rods in two di-
mensions, and the rods electrostatically adhere to the top and
bottom membranes. Thus, their projected areas do not inter-
penetrate. Accordingly, the volume fraction of sDNA rods

Figure 4. (A) Part of the SAXS profile for CL�sDNA complexes
incorporating 48 bp DNA-10T at ΦNL (neutral lipid mole fraction) =
0.2 (cf. Figure 3C). The dashed line shows the background scattering,
which was approximated as an exponential decay fit through the X-ray
intensity far from the diffraction peaks. (B) A nonlinear least-squares fit
of the background-subtracted SAXS profile from part A (open circles)
with the sum of two Lorentzians (solid line). Each Lorentzian function
was written as S(q) = A/[(q� qo)

2þ κ
2], where qo and κ correspond to

the peak position and the hwhm, respectively. For the (002) SAXS peak,
A002 = 4.38� 10�3, q002 = 0.2105 Å

�1, and κ002 = 2.69� 10�3 Å�1, and
for the qNsDNA SAXS peak (due to sDNA�sDNA correlations),AsDNA =
3.16 � 10�2, qsDNA = 0.2310 Å�1, and κsDNA = 9.74 � 10�3 Å�1.

Figure 5. Plots of structural parameters for sDNAs with 10-T non-
sticky ends as a function of mole fraction of neutral lipid (ΦNL). The
parameters were obtained from the line shape fitting of a double
Lorentzian to the q002 and qsDNA peaks in the SAXS profiles shown in
Figure 3. Open triangles, squares, and circles correspond to CL�sDNA
complexes incorporating 11 bp DNA-10T, 24 bp DNA-10T, and 48 bp
DNA-10T, respectively. (A) Plot of the interlayer spacing d (see Figure 1)
of the multilamellar structure of CL�sDNA complexes. (B) Plot of the
average separation between sDNA molecules (dDNA) confined between
lipid bilayers. (C) Plot of the correlation length (LC, the distance over
which the centers of mass of sDNA molecules are correlated). LC was
obtained as the inverse of the hwhm of the sDNA�sDNA correlation
peaks. (D) Plot of the correlation length in units of the distance between
sDNAmolecules (LC/dDNA). While values of LC/dDNA larger than 1 are
typical for the nematic phase, values of less than 1 indicate the isotropic
phase with little correlations.
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within the water layer between the lipid membranes is given by
ΦV

sDNA (ΦCL = 1) = (volume of sDNA in water layer)/(volume
of water layer bound by membrane), where the volume of
sDNA is the effective excluded volume, consisting of the pro-
jected area of the sDNA onto the membrane surface times the
water layer thickness dW.We can then writeΦV

sDNA (ΦCL = 1) =
AsDNAdW/0.5ACLdW = AsDNA/0.5ACL= 2(NsDNA/NCL)(asDNA/
aCL). Here, AsDNA = NsDNAasDNA is the total area of sDNA
molecules projected onto the lipid membrane; NsDNA is the
number of sDNA molecules; asDNA is the area of one sDNA
molecule projected onto lipid membrane; and ACL is the total
area of the membrane. The factor of 0.5 arises because of the
geometry of the lamellar phase, where the water layer is bound by
two membrane layers, one above it and one below it. Expressing
ΦV

sDNA in terms of the cationic/anionic charge ratio Fchg =NCL/
Nnt = (NCLZCL)/(NsDNAZsDNA), where ZsDNA is the valence
(number of nucleotides) of the sDNA, we obtain ΦV

sDNA

(ΦCL = 1) = (2/Fchg)(asDNA/ZsDNA)(ZCL/aCL). If we approx-
imate the combined projected area of the two nonsticky over-
hangs with the area they would occupy if they were paired with
each other, we get asDNA/ZsDNA ≈ Nbpabp/2Nbp = abp/2, where
Nbp is the number of base pairs in the sDNA (including the only

hypothetically paired overhangs) and abp is the area of base pair
projected onto the lipid membrane. The expression for the
volume fraction then simplifies to

ΦV
sDNAðΦCL ¼ 1Þ ¼ ðZCL=FchgÞðabp=aCLÞ ð1Þ

For ΦNL 6¼ 0, the addition of neutral lipid expands the total
lipid area from NCLaCL to NCLaCL þ NNLaNL and therefore
decreases the sDNA volume fraction by a corresponding factor of
(NCLaCL)/(NCLaCLþNNLaNL) =NCL/(NCLþ rNNL), with r =
aNL/aCL as defined previously. For r = 1þ ε (with |ε|, 1), this
factormay be written asNCL/(NCLþ rNNL)≈ΦCL(1� εΦNL) =
(1�ΦNL)(1� εΦNL) as derived in the Supporting Information
(Eq. S1). Therefore, the sDNA volume fractionmay be written as

ΦV
sDNA ¼ ΦV

sDNAðΦCL ¼ 1Þ½ð1�ΦNLÞð1� εΦNLÞ� ð2Þ
To calculate ΦV

sDNA(ΦCL = 1) from eq 1, we use abp =
(3.4 Å)(20 Å) = 68 Å2 and aCL = 70 Å2, which for Fchg = 1
(stoichiometrically neutral complexes) and ZCL = 1 (univalent
DOTAP) leads toΦV

sDNA(ΦCL = 1)≈ 0.97. Further simplifica-
tion is possible because (1 � εΦNL) ranges between 1 and 0.98
for 0eΦNLe 0.7 (using aNL = 72 Å

2,35 which gives ε = r� 1 =
0.029). Thus, the following simple relationship between the

Figure 6. Structural parameters of CL�sDNA complexes incorporat-
ing 24 bp DNA-2T (open circles), 24 bp DNA-5T (open squares), and,
for comparison, 24 bp DNA-10T (open triangles) from Figure 5 as a
function of ΦNL. The parameters result from line shape fits of the q002
and qsDNA peaks in the SAXS profiles of the corresponding complexes
(incorporating 24 bp DNA-2T and 24 bp DNA-5T) with a double
Lorentzian, as illustrated in Figure 4. The plots show the interlayer
spacing d (A), the average spacing (dDNA) between sDNA molecules
(B), the correlation length LC (C), and LC in units of dDNA (D). The
data show that the correlation length increases as the length of the
nonsticky ends on the 24 bp core duplex decreases from 10 to 5 and 2 T.
The range of ΦNL values for which LC/dDNA > 1 (the nematic phase
regime) also increases systematically going from 5- to 2-T overhangs.
This behavior indicates the onset of a moderate amount of sDNA end-
to-end interactions.

Figure 7. Structural parameters of CL�sDNA complexes incorpor-
ating 48 bp DNA-2T (open circles), 48 bp DNA-5T (open squares),
and, for comparison, 48 bp DNA-10T (open triangles) from Figure 5
as a function of ΦNL. The parameters result from line shape fits of
the q002 and qsDNA peaks in the SAXS profiles of the corresponding
complexes (incorporating 48 bp DNA-2T and 48 bp DNA-5T) with a
double Lorentzian. The plots show the interlayer spacing d (A), the
average spacing (dDNA) between sDNA molecules (B), the correla-
tion length LC (C), and LC in units of dDNA (D). Similar to the data
shown in Figure 6 (for 24 bp DNA with 5- and 2-T overhangs), both
the correlation length and the range of ΦNL values for which LC/
dDNA > 1 (indicative of the nematic phase) increase as the length of
the nonsticky overhangs for 48 bp DNA is reduced from 10 to 5 and
2 T. This behavior results from the onset of sDNA end-to-end
interactions.
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sDNA volume fraction and ΦNL results:

ΦV
sDNA � 0:97½ð1�ΦNLÞð1� εΦNLÞ�

� 0:97ð1�ΦNLÞ ð3Þ

Comparison with Onsager’s Model. We can now use eq 3 to
compare the predictions of Onsager’s model to the data shown in
Figure 5D. As described in the Introduction, Onsager’s theory
predicts that the I-to-N phase transition should occur for rod
volume fractions ΦV

rod g 4D/L for hard-core repulsive aniso-
tropic rods.11 For 48 bp DNA-10T, L/D ≈ 8.16, which implies
that the N phase should be observed for ΦV

sDNA g 0.49 or
equivalently forΦNL e 0.495. The data in Figure 5D show that
LC/dDNA is between 2 and 4 for ΦNL e 0.50, indicating a N
phase. The transition to the I phase occurs at ΦNL between 0.5
and 0.6, where LC/dDNA drops below 1 (signifying little correla-
tions between neighboring sDNA molecules). This is qualita-
tively consistent with the Onsager model because the addition of
the 10-T overhangs effectively increases the length-to-width
anisotropy over the L/D of the 48 bp core, which in turn would

extend the range of ΦNL over which the N phase is stable. For
11 bp DNA-10T, L/D ≈ 2, and the N phase is not expected to
be stable for any sDNA volume fraction. This is consistent with
the observation of very weak correlations, LC/dDNA < 1 (Figure 5D,
open triangles), over the small ΦNL range where the broad
sDNA�sDNA correlation peak is observable (Figure 3A). For
24 bp DNA-10T, LC/dDNA extends between one and two
neighbors (Figure 5D, open squares) for ΦNL < 0.3. For ΦNL >
0.3, the absence of sDNA�sDNA correlation peaks is indicative
of the I phase (Figure 3B). Such a small LC/dDNA is consistent
with a very weakN phase and aN�I transition nearΦNL≈ 0.3 or
ΦV

sDNA ≈ 0.68 (from eq 3). Using this value and the Onsager
model gives an effective L/D ≈ 5.9, which is qualitatively con-
sistent with the relatively long 10-T overhangs extending L/D by
about 50% beyond that of the 24 bp core with L/D ≈ 4.08.
We would like to stress that computer simulations have shown

that the precise shape of the ends of anisotropic rods is a major
factor in determining the critical rod volume fraction at which the
N phase becomes stable.12,13 Thus, a more quantitative comparison
between our experimental results and theoretical predictions

Figure 8. (A) Synchrotron SAXS profiles of CL�sDNA complexes containing 11 bp DNA with 2-T nonsticky overhangs (11 bp DNA-2T) as a
function of neutral lipid mole fraction (ΦNL). The (00L) diffraction peaks result from the multilamellar structure of the complexes. Lines point to
relatively sharp sDNA�sDNA correlation peaks, indicative of the new type of columnar nematic phase (Figure 1C) as described in the text. Arrows point
to broad sDNA peaks characteristic of the isotropic phase. (B�E) Plots of the interlayer spacing d (B), the average spacing between sDNA molecules
dDNA (C), the correlation length LC (D), and LC in units of dDNA (E) as a function ofΦNL for CL�sDNA complexes containing 11 bp DNA-2T (open
circles) and, for comparison, 11 bpDNA-5T (open squares) and 11 bp DNA-10T (open triangles). The parameters result from line shape fits of the q002
and qsDNA peaks in the SAXS profiles of the corresponding complexes with a double Lorentzian. The observed values of LC (D) and LC/dDNA (E) for 11
bp DNA-2T show a highly correlated nematic phase with LC/dDNA ranging between 6 and 10, in contrast to the isotropic phase with LC/dDNA < 1
observed for 11 bp DNA-10T and 11 bp DNA-5T. This new phase undergoes a transition to the isotropic phase for ΦNL > 0.5 (where LC/dDNA
decreases to∼1). The building blocks of this highly correlated nematic phase (labeled columnar nematic, NC) are 1D stacks of 11 bp DNA-2T rods that
result from the onset of strong sDNA end-to-end interactions. Applying Onsager’s criterion to this phase gives an estimate of the stack length as on
average four rods, as shown in Figure 1C.
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would require simulations of sDNA rods with ends comprised of
dangling unstructured overhangs. Nevertheless, the observation
of an N phase ordering for 24 and 48 bp DNAwith 10-T nonsticky
ends, and the absence of N phase for 11 bp DNA-10T, all of which
are at least qualitatively consistent withOnsager theory, are a strong
indication that the relatively long 10-T nonsticky overhangs sup-
press theDNAend-to-end interactions observed in bluntDNA.15,16

Interestingly, SAXS experiments show that a small degree of DNA
end-to-end interactions begins to set in for 24 and 48 bp DNA
duplexes as the nonsticky overhangs are reduced in length.
Effect of the Length of Nonsticky Overhangs on the Phase

Behavior of Longer sDNAs. To highlight the effect of the three
different lengths of nonsticky overhangs, Figures 6 and 7 plot the
structural parameters of CL complexes of the studied 24 and 48
bp DNA duplexes, respectively, as a function of ΦNL. As for
Figure 5, these parameters (d, dDNA, LC, and LC/dDNA) result
from fits of the SAXS profiles to Lorentzian X-ray structure factors.
As expected, the values for d and dDNA are nearly unaffected by
the length of the nonsticky overhangs (Figures 6A,B and 7A,B).
Most significantly, the values of ΦNL for which the sDNA�
sDNA correlation lengths LC (Figures 6C and 7C) and LC/dDNA
(Figures 6D and 7D) show a transition from the N to the I phase
(with LC/dDNA decreasing rapidly from ∼3 or 4 to below 1)
increase for duplexes with 5- and 2-T overhangs. Specifically,
24 bpDNA-2T duplexes are in theNphase forΦNL = 0.5 and 0.6,
while 24 bp DNA-5T duplexes are in the I phase (Figure 6D);
similarly, 48 bp DNA-2T duplexes are in the N phase at ΦNL =
0.6, while the corresponding duplexes with 5- and 10-T over-
hangs are in the I phase (Figure 7D). Thus, the N�I phase tran-
sition occurs at smaller sDNA volume fractions as the length of
the overhangs on the 24 and 48 bp sDNA molecules decreases
from 10 to 5 and 2 T. Applying Onsager’s condition for nematic
ordering (ΦV

rod g 4D/L), this implies that the effective L/D
increases slightly with decreasing overhang length. This in turn is
consistent with the onset of a small amount of attractive end-to-
end interactions for 24 and 48 bp DNA duplexes. These in-
teractions would lead to the formation of transient dimers from
some of the duplexes with the shorter 5- and 2-T overhangs, re-
sulting in a larger effective (average) rod length. In contrast to
these weak end-to-end interactions, where the LC phase behavior
is dominated by the anisotropic shape of the sDNA rods, 11 bp
DNA duplexes with 2-T overhangs exhibit very strong sDNA
end-to-end stacking interactions, which lead to a new type of 2D
nematic LC phase, as we describe below.
End-to-End Stacking Interactions Lead to Columnar Ne-

matic (NC) Liquid Crystal Phase Formation for 11 bp DNA
Duplexes with Nonsticky 2-T Overhangs. SAXS Studies: Ob-
servation of the Columnar Nematic (NC) Liquid Crystal Phase.
Figure 8A shows SAXS profiles for DOTAP/DOPC�sDNA
complexes incorporating 11 bp DNA-2T as a function of the
neutral lipid mole fractionΦNL. The very sharp (00L) diffraction
peaks again result from the multilamellar structure of the com-
plexes. However, in striking contrast to the SAXS profiles of
Figure 3A (showing data for 11 bp DNA-10T with long non-
sticky ends), relatively sharp sDNA�sDNA correlation peaks are
visible (lines point to the peaks in Figure 8A). The 11 bpDNA-10T
molecules exhibited only the I phase, with very broad qsDNA
SAXS peaks. The sharper sDNA peaks for 11 bp DNA-2T duplexes
indicate the onset of strong end-to-end stacking interactions
because L/D≈ 1.9 for 11 bp DNA-2T is well below the Onsager
criterion for N phase ordering. As before, the q002 and qsDNA
peaks were fit to a double Lorentzian X-ray structure factor in

order to quantitatively obtain the structural parameters displayed
in Figure 8B�E. Figure 9 shows an example of such a fit for
ΦNL = 0.5. Figure 9A plots part of the SAXS profiles and
background (dashed line), and Figure 9B plots the fit of the
background-subtracted SAXS profile to the double Lorentzian
line shape (solid line). Again, the qNsDNA peaks fit quantitatively
to Lorentzian line shapes. This indicates that the sDNA mol-
ecules are indeed in the nematic phase but with strongly enhanced
short-range positional order because the qNsDNA profiles in
Figure 8A are narrower than those in Figure 3B,C.
The interlayer spacing d, plotted together with the data for 11 bp

DNA-5T and 11 bp DNA-10T in Figure 8B, shows the expected
increase with increasingΦNL (see above, discussion of Figure 5A).
Figure 8C shows that dDNA for 11 bp DNA-2T increases as
expected with increasing ΦNL (i.e., decreasing cationic mem-
brane charge density; see discussion of Figure 5B). Figure 8D and
E plots the correlation length LC and LC/dDNA, respectively, for
11 bp DNA-2T and, for comparison, for 11 bp DNA-5T and
11 bpDNA-10T. For 11 bp duplexes with 10- and 5-T overhangs,
LC/dDNA < 1, independent of ΦNL, indicative of the isotropic
phase with weak positional correlations. In contrast, LC/dDNA for
11 bp DNA-2T dramatically increases for ΦNL e 0.4, with
correlations extending between ∼6 and ∼8 neighbors.
The NC�I Phase Transition Reveals Finite-Size sDNA Stacks.

The N�I phase transition occurs near ΦNL = 0.5 (with LC/
dDNA≈ 1), equivalent to a sDNA volume fraction of∼0.49. This

Figure 9. (A) Part of the SAXS profile of CL�sDNA complexes
incorporating 11 bp DNA-2T atΦNL = 0.5 (cf. Figure 8A). The dashed
line shows the background scattering, which was approximated as an
exponential decay fit through the X-ray intensity far from the diffraction
peaks. (B) A nonlinear least-squares fit of the background-subtracted
SAXS profile from part A (open circles) with the sum of two Lorentzians
(solid line). Each Lorentzian function was written as S(q) = A/[(q �
qo)

2 þ κ
2], where qo and κ correspond to the peak position and the

hwhm, respectively. For the (002) SAXS peak, A002 = 5.16� 10�3, q002
= 0.2007 Å�1, and κ002 = 1.44 � 10�3 Å�1, and for the qNsDNA SAXS
peak (due to sDNA�sDNA correlations), AsDNA = 2.15� 10�2, qsDNA
= 0.1856 Å�1, and κsDNA = 4.50 � 10�3 Å�1.
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indicates the presence of sDNA end-to-end interactions for 11 bp
duplexes with the smallest 2-T overhangs, which lead to the
stacking of the 11 bp DNA-2T rods with an average LSTACK/
Φ*V

sDNA ≈ 4/0.49 = 8.2. The building blocks of this novel 2D
columnar nematic phase (NC, shown schematically in Figure 1C)
consist of 1D stacks of sDNA, which are comprised of an average
of four 11 bp DNA-2T molecules (where the 11 bp core has
L/D ≈ 1.9). We point out that the stacking is expected to be
dynamic; i.e., 11 bp DNA-2T rods may readily associate with and
dissociate from 1D stacks.
The observation that 11 bp DNA-2T molecules exhibit much

larger end-to-end stacking interactions than 24 and 48 bp DNA-
2T rods is unexpected. This difference in behavior may be related
to the fact that 11 bp DNA is well approximated by a rigid rod,
whereas 48 bp DNA (having a length (∼163 Å) of order one-third
of the persistence length of DNA (∼ 500 Å)) ismore flexible (the
same is true for 24 bpDNA, although to a lesser extent). Thermal
fluctuations would tend to more easily break the end-to-end
interactions of slightly bent rods. For example, rotations about
the cylinder axis of rigid rods would leave the end-to-end
interactions unchanged, while similar rotations at different points
along the contour of a bent rod would tend to break the stacking.

’CONCLUSIONS

The environment between lipid layers in CL�DNA com-
plexes provides a unique way to study 2D confinement effects on
anisotropic nanorods in the context of self-assembled structures.
Our results show that short DNA rods confined within the
membranes of CL�sDNA complexes exhibit rich LC phase
behavior. We focused on 11, 24, and 48 bp DNA duplexes with
nonpairing 2-, 5-, and 10-T overhangs. The addition of the single-
stranded overhangs to the double-stranded DNA core intro-
duced a steric repulsion, which reduced the recently discovered
DNA end-to-end stacking effect15 to a degree varying with the
length of the nonpairing overhangs. The core duplexes’ length-
to-width ratios, L/D≈ 1.87, 4.08, and 8.16, provided examples of
rods with shape anisotropies below (11 bp), near (24 bp), and
above (48 bp) theOnsager condition for nematic LC ordering. In
combination with the varying overhang length, this allowed us to
discern nematic LC ordering of sDNA due to Onsager aniso-
tropic shape effects (24 and 48 bp DNA-10T) from end-to-end
stacking effects (11 bp DNA-2T). In the former (Onsager) regime,
shortening the overhang lengths for 24 and 48 bp duplexes to
5- and 2-T moderately enhanced the range of stability for the
nematic phase, indicating some end-to-end interactions. In the
latter (stacking) regime, the onset of strong end-to-end interac-
tions for 11 bp DNA-2T resulted in the formation of a new type
of columnar nematic phase, where the nematically ordered
building blocks consist of 1D stacks of sDNA molecules with
an estimated average stack length of four sDNA molecules.

It is interesting to speculate on the possibility of a correspond-
ing 3D columnar nematic phase with finite-length columns. Because
thermal fluctuations are substantially reduced in going from 2D
to 3D,1,2 sDNA duplexes with 2-T overhangs may exhibit com-
plete stacking of the duplexes in 3D (i.e., with column lengths of
the order of the size of the sample container). Generating a 3D
equivalent of the 2D nematic columnar phase with finite-length
columns observed on cationic membranes may require longer
nonpairing overhangs (between 2- and 5-T) to further weaken
the end-to-end stacking interactions.

Our results may be applied in the design of optimally packed
LC phases of anisotropic rods (including short RNA or peptides)
in CL-based complexes, which is of special interest because CLs
have broad applications as carriers of therapeutic macromole-
cules.4,19,20,37 The results reported here indicate that creating
columns of stacked siRNA molecules through end-to-end inter-
actions should improve the packing efficiency within CL�
siRNA complexes and in turn allow more siRNA to be delivered
per lipid.3,4 However, we should caution that the stability of
stacked RNA duplexes in a cellular environment is not known.
Importantly, if duplexes remain stacked within a cell, they may be
recognized by host defense mechanisms and trigger innate
immune responses.38

While the structures of CL�DNA complexes with long DNA
have been studied in great detail experimentally5�10,39 as well as
theoretically40�45 and in recent simulations,46 the rich phase
behavior described in this paper should motivate future simula-
tions of the structure and phase behavior of short DNA and other
rod-like molecules such as siRNAs or peptides, confined within
an aqueous 2D environment. In particular, we expect our findings
and future computer simulations to stimulate designs of DNA-
directed assembly on robust 2D platforms through end-to-end
interactions.
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